
Be the 10%
LET YOUR WORK SHINE OUT FROM THE OTHERS

Be the 10%

Make your work stand out from the pile



Be the 10%

 Have you ever judged an unpublished writing contest?
 Safe to assume that what is submitted to those contests 

is the very best work an author can put forth. 
 It is safe to assume that what is submitted to an agent or 

editor is also the very best work an author can put forth.
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Be the 10%

According to publishers, of 
all the submissions they 

receive, only about 
10%-20% are publishable.
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Be the 10%

And, they only publish about 
2% of that 10%
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My Reader Experience

 1999 RWA chapter conference
 3 authors had self published books
 The experience tainted my perception of self published 

books for the next 13 years
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My Reader Experience

Forget what hurt you in 
the past, but never forget 
what it taught you.
- Shannon Alder, inspirational author

“
Hallee Bridgeman
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Write a GREAT book.
Be the 10%
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Conflicts: Man vs. Man
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Conflicts: Man vs. Supernatural
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Conflicts: Man vs. Nature (the world)
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Plots: Overcoming the Monster
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Plots: Rags to Riches
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Plots: The Quest
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Plots: Voyage and Return
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Plots: Rebirth
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Plots: Comedy
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Plots: Tragedy
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Be the 10%

 There are about 30 million books in print.

 In 2017: 

 Five more years of publishing has added to 
those numbers.

Hallee Bridgeman



Be the 10%

Hallee Bridgeman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, with 7 basic plots,  3 basic conflicts, and tens of millions of books currently on sale, how does your once upon a time, something happened to some people and then they did this and that happened and the end stand out among the millions of books out there?



Characterization
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What a reader is seeking when they pick up a fiction book is a character with which they can relate. 



Characterization
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Physical
Material

Intellectual
Learn/Teach

Spiritual
Emotional



Characterization
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Physical



Characterization
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Physical Intellectual



Characterization
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Physical Intellectual

Spiritual

Characterization 
inside a 
balanced story



Characterization

“Well written, plenty of action, good story line. This series is 
looks at the lives of real people, people with broken pasts, 
not the picture perfect though everything in life works 
picture perfect in the end which isn't totally realistic.”

“The characters are so true to life.”

Hallee Bridgeman



Characterization

“Without giving the story away, let's just say that Daisy 
faces a dilemma and it takes a lot of prayer and patience 
to get both her and Ken to believe they can have a 
relationship. At one point in the story, a sob actually came 
out of me....I was even praying to God for Daisy! (I know, I 
know...it's a book...but that's how pulled in I was with Daisy 
and Ken and what was happening with them). I highly 
recommend this book as well as the others in this series.”

Hallee Bridgeman



Characterization

“This is the kind of Christian romance I've been looking for. 
The characters are flawed. They have realistic responses. 
Life is not all sweetness and nice simply because they're 
Christian. Their Christian faith sees them through the trials in 
their lives, strengthening them in every aspect of their lives. 
In every story, I was able to face my own struggles with a 
new perspective.”

Hallee Bridgeman



Balanced 3-Demensional Characters

Hallee Bridgeman

Physical Intellectual

Spiritual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does one achieve this? We all have our own processes. John Grisham heavily outlines every book he writes.Jude Devereaux fills scrapbooks with information, pictures, outlines, sketches, names – she builds her book in a scrapbook before she writes it.I use Pinterest.Examine your characters based upon these concepts of a 3-dimensional character and see if you’re falling short in one of the areas.



Characterization

Let’s face it, characters are the bedrock of 
your fiction. Plot is just a series of actions that 
happen in a sequence, and without 
someone to either perpetrate or suffer the 
consequences of those actions, you have no 
one for your reader to root for, or wish bad 
things on. – Icy Sedgick, gothic fantasy author

“
Hallee Bridgeman



Character Motivations

 They reveal characterization.
 They distinguish characters. 
 They drive action. 
 They create drama. 
 They spawn character growth. 

Hallee Bridgeman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are hundreds of different motivations that you can give your characters, and each of them reveals either who your character is or who they want to become. In doing so, readers get a glimpse of  your character's personality, preferences, and desires. Readers get to know who your character is at heart.2. Character motivations help your readers distinguish between the good, bad, and grey characters in your novel. The motivations that drive your character throughout the plot, and especially those that lead up to the story's climax, will reveal if they are ultimately a hero or a villain.3. Motivations drive people to action. The most riveting of motivations are those that encourage your characters to make bold decisions. Whether those decisions are brave or foolish may vary from scene to scene, but the action that results from either helps drive your story forward.4. When two characters' motivations are at odds, your story is in for some serious tension. And nothing is more suspenseful than tension that seems unbreakable. Readers will be chomping at the bit to see what will happen next. When this tension finally spills over into conflict, your characters' motivations have successfully created some intense drama for your narrative. Or if a single character is deeply conflcitedMost novels have character-driven plots, which means that they feature the journey of a dynamic, evolving character. In essence, your character starts out as one person and ends their journey as someone new. Motivations are what spawn these types of epic character growth. Something troubling or inspiring occurs and your character chooses to take on a journey that will change who they are at heart.



Character Motivations

Motivation Questions to Ask
 What is the motivation?

 Basic: survival, failure, peer-pressure, curiosity, guilt, desire, etc.
 Noble: love, loyalty, honor, obedience, vengeance, inequality, 

unfulfillment, etc.
 Evil: hatred, dishonor, pride, greed, jealousy, revenge, lust, etc.
 Fear: death, humiliation, pain, rejection, loss, regret, shame, etc.

Hallee Bridgeman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) What is the motivation? Well, duh, right? Readers must know the motivations behind your POV character's actions if you want to rivet them. Don't leave your readers in the dark; make your character's motivations clear as day.Four Types of Character Motivations: Basic, Noble, Evil, Fear2) Where did their motivation come from? There are two types of motivations: internal and external. Internal motivations are forged from within a character. The character chooses to take action because of who they are or what they've done. On the other hand, when a supporting character's words or actions inspire your character, the motivation is considered external.Whatever the case, don't make an action come out of the blue. Show readers why your character acted in the way they did by revealing where the motivation came from.3) What does the motivation say about your character? You've probably heard the phrase, "Actions speak louder than words," and it's true. In literary terms, character actions speak louder than dialogue and exposition combined. If you are following the old 'show, don't tell' rule, your character's motivations and resulting actions will reveal a lot about their personality, backstory, and goals.4) How does the motivation and its resulting action affect others? Actions have consequences. Your character's motivations and actions will affect the people around them. It can be a negative or a positive consequence, but it is a consequence in either case. To make things more complex, a positive consequence can result from a negative motivation and vice-versa. Whatever the intention, show that your character's motivations will affect the supporting cast of your novel in some way to keep things feeling real.5) What does the supporting cast think of your character's motivations? People love to gossip about not only what others are doing, but why they are doing those things. Just the same, supporting characters will have something to say about your character's actions and motivations. What does your character think about the supporting characters' opinions? Will their motivations change in the future or will they stay true to their current course?



Character Motivations

Motivation Questions to Ask
 Where did their motivation come from?

 Internal
 External

Hallee Bridgeman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2) Where did their motivation come from? There are two types of motivations: internal and external. Internal motivations are forged from within a character. The character chooses to take action because of who they are or what they've done. On the other hand, when a supporting character's words or actions inspire your character, the motivation is considered external.Whatever the case, don't make an action come out of the blue. Show readers why your character acted in the way they did by revealing where the motivation came from.



Character Motivations

Motivation Questions to Ask
 What does the motivation say about your character?
 How does the motivation and its resulting action affect others?
 What does the supporting cast think of your character's 

motivations?

Hallee Bridgeman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3) What does the motivation say about your character? You've probably heard the phrase, "Actions speak louder than words," and it's true. In literary terms, character actions speak louder than dialogue and exposition combined. If you are following the old 'show, don't tell' rule, your character's motivations and resulting actions will reveal a lot about their personality, backstory, and goals.4) How does the motivation and its resulting action affect others? Actions have consequences. Your character's motivations and actions will affect the people around them. It can be a negative or a positive consequence, but it is a consequence in either case. To make things more complex, a positive consequence can result from a negative motivation and vice-versa. Whatever the intention, show that your character's motivations will affect the supporting cast of your novel in some way to keep things feeling real.5) What does the supporting cast think of your character's motivations? People love to gossip about not only what others are doing, but why they are doing those things. Just the same, supporting characters will have something to say about your character's actions and motivations. What does your character think about the supporting characters' opinions? Will their motivations change in the future or will they stay true to their current course?



Good, 3-Demensional Characters

Hallee Bridgeman

Hallee I just finished reading Topaz again 
and I can't tell you how much I needed 
the message of Gods timing in Derricks 
and Sarah's life. I know it is a fiction story 
but the truth of the gospel touched me. 
Going through a test of faith with full time 
job needs but I believe He has a plan. 
Thanks for your stories



The Book is Great! Now Re-Write It!

Hallee Bridgeman



Self-Editing

Hallee Bridgeman

• Passive voice
• FANBOYS
• Show vs. Tell
• Revise weak 

descriptors
• Senses

• Senses
• Body language
• Scenes
• Some basics
• Spell check
• Grammar check

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Editing a book takes me as long as it does to write it.



Passive Voice
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Passive Voice 

 Make Sure Most Passive Verbs are Gone
 Active verbs are, well, more active to read.
 Which means they’re more interesting to read.
 It’s hard to automatically realize we write passively 

because we naturally speak passively
 Passive verbs are forms of “to be”: is, are, was, were, 

be, being, been

Hallee Bridgeman



Passive Voice

The subject of an active voice sentence 
performs the action of the verb: “I throw the 
ball.” 

The subject of a passive voice sentence is still 
the main character of the sentence, but 
something else performs the action: “The ball 
is thrown by me.

Hallee Bridgeman



Passive Voice
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Passive Voice

However, in a state of being, you don’t need to get rid of 
ALL the “to be” verbs.

Her eyes were blue. = Her eyes were blue.

She was only sixteen. = She was only sixteen.

Hallee Bridgeman



FANBOYS

Hallee Bridgeman

FOR
AND
NOR
BUT
OR
YET
SO



Show vs. Tell

“Show don’t tell” means bring the reader in 
and let the reader feel the emotions and 
understand the nuances without saying 
what they’re supposed to read or 
understand.

Hallee Bridgeman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’ve been in any writing class, you’ve heard “show don’t tell.” As a USA Today bestseller with almost 900K books sold, in the manuscript for my 36th book, the last four chapters, my editor said over and over again, “can we have more showing and less telling?” It was rather annoying and not a small amount of embarrassing.



Show vs. Tell

Hallee Bridgeman

Allison was sad to see Frank walk away.

Hot tears slid down Allison’s face as Frank 
walked away.



Show vs. Tell

Hallee Bridgeman

Shaking her head, knowing she still suffered 
from a reaction to tonight’s events, she quickly 
looked through the peephole, surprised and 
relieved to see Rick.

Shaking her head, knowing she still suffered 
from a reaction to tonight’s events, she quickly 

looked through the peephole, her eyes 
widening when she saw Rick. 



Show vs. Tell

Hallee Bridgeman

Praise like that always made him uncomfortable

Praise like that always made him feel the need 
to fidget and dismiss it. 



Show vs. Tell

 Look for words like;
 Clearly/Obviously: 

Janet grinned, obviously finding the joke funny.
Janet flashed a wide grin at Ben.

 Felt: 
Keith felt a wave of despair wash over him as he watched the key disappear 
into the water. 
A pained whimper escaped Keith’s lips as the key disappeared below the 
murky water.

 Was:
Lincoln was afraid of the dark.
When his mother switched off the light, Lincoln tensed. He huddled under the 
covers, gripped the sheets, and held his breath as the wind beat against the 
window.

Hallee Bridgeman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Telling uses exposition, summary, and blunt description to convey the plot of a story.Showing uses actions, dialogue, interior monologues, body language, characterization, setting and other subtle writing tactics to pull readers into your story.



Revise Weak Descriptors

 Any passage using a form of “seem” must be used properly
 ___ing words, particularly as the first word of a sentence: Walking; Dashing; 

Speaking; Thinking; etc.
 ___ly words, particularly: 

 Any that form adverbs from adjectives that tell instead of show: gladly; 
gradually; angrily; etc.

 Adjectives that tell instead of show: saintly; cowardly; heroically; etc.
 Use metaphor, simile, or analogy instead

Hallee Bridgeman



Senses

 Sight
 Sound
 Smell
 Touch (feel)
 Taste
 Vestibular
 Proprioceptive 

Hallee Bridgeman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have a sign on my computer that says: don’t be lazy:



Body Language

 Do the male characters do more than grin?
 Do the female characters do more than 

smile/laugh?
 Amp up emotive conflict
 Tension/undertone

Hallee Bridgeman



Scenes

 Analyze each scene
 Why is the scene necessary?
 What do you hope to accomplish?
 When is the scene (time/season/day). Is it different from the last 

scene?
 Where is the scene set?
 Whose point of view?
 Who else is there? Why?
 How does the scene –either- advance the plot –or- character 

development?

Hallee Bridgeman



Some Basics

 Opening of scenes/paragraphs
 White space: dialogue vs. narrative
 Sentence structure
 Point of view
 Sticky sentences

Hallee Bridgeman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With regard to that event you mentioned yesterday, I would like to say that I almost certainly will not be able to attend the event.Sticky sentences are long sentences that contain more words than they need to. More precisely, these sentences have a number of "glue words," the most common words in the English language which we use to connect our nouns, verbs, and adjectives.For example, frequent glue words include conjunctions such as "and", "but", and "that".



Spelling and Grammar

Run spell and grammar checks
Utilize tools like Grammarly and Pro Writing 

Aid

Hallee Bridgeman



Using Different Parts of Your Brain

 Transfer to something other than word 
processor screen
 Printed copy
 Ebook
 PDF

 Read it out loud
 See it, speak it, hear it

Hallee Bridgeman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Listen for the dialogue.What is she saying?What is he saying?Never contrived.Always natural.Use dialect and jargon.Use inflection.



For Self Publishing

You need an editor.

Hallee Bridgeman



For Self Publishing

You need an editor.
You need an editor.
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For Self Publishing

You need an editor.
You need an editor.
 I surveyed bestselling, monthly 6-figure making 

indie authors for the one piece of advice they 
would give new indie authors.
 Hire an editor was by far the most recommended 

piece of advice.

Hallee Bridgeman



Editing: Line Editor

Focuses on the way you use language to 
communicate your story to the reader 

 Words or sentences that are extraneous or overused

 Run-on sentences

 Redundancies from repeating the same information in different ways

 Dialogue or paragraphs that can be tightened

Hallee Bridgeman



Editing: Line Editor

 Scenes where the action is confusing or the author’s meaning is 
unclear due to bad transitions

 Tonal shifts and unnatural phrasing

 Passages that don’t read well due to bland language use

 Confusing narrative digressions

 Changes that can be made to improve the pacing of a passage

 Words or phrases that may clarify or enhance your meaning.

Hallee Bridgeman



Editing: Copy Editor

Copy editing involves correcting the 
language of the text.

 Checking a copy for spelling, capitalization, punctuation, verb tenses 
and other grammatical errors. 

 Checking for continuity, sentence structure, paragraph lengths, word 
choices, missed words, and the like. 

Hallee Bridgeman



Editing: Content Editor

Evaluates the content in detail.
 Checks the content for factual errors, contradictions, and 

inconsistencies. 

 Checks for discrepancies in the plot, character, or dialogue. 

 Checks whether the theme has been developed properly, or whether 
the sub-plots have been well integrated into the story line. 

Hallee Bridgeman



Editors

 The most expensive part of the indie publishing process
 Hourly, by word, by page
 I’d expect to pay $800-$1000 for 100,000 word book

 It is possible to release a book without editing – that is the 
glory of self publishing

 It’s better to have your book professionally edited.
 Can trade favors with other authors
 Can utilize beta readers for content editing

Hallee Bridgeman



Editors – Finding One

 Ask about work experience
 Request testimonials/references
 Request a list of books they worked on
 Ask for a sample edit
 Find out if the editor is a member of any professional 

associations
 Pay close attention to their terms, including due dates, kill 

fees, payment method, payouts, and a clear definition of 
the work to be delivered

Hallee Bridgeman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Work experienceFreelance editors often don’t have traditional résumés posted on their websites, but they usually include a professional bio that says where they’ve worked in the past. Check to see if your potential freelance editor has worked at a publisher or literary agency. These are places where they’ll have been in close contact with the book editing process and have garnered the professional expertise that can help take your manuscript to the next level.Additionally, consider whether the places your potential editor worked exposed him or her to books like yours. For example, if you’re writing a children’s book, you probably don’t want an editor who worked for a military history press, and vice versa.You should also determine what kind of editing your potential editor did. He or she could have worked at a publishing house, but as a copyeditor, whereas you may be seeking developmental editing.2. Testimonials and referencesAnother great way to vet freelance editors is by seeing what others have to say about them. Many freelance editors have testimonial sections on their websites, where authors describe their experiences with the editors. You can get big clues about the editor’s personality through these testimonials. Do their clients describe the as warm and hands-on? Technical and thorough? Consider how your personality and writing would gel with their work style.If you want to know more, don’t be afraid to ask for references. Just be aware that the relationship between freelance editors and their clients is very private—many clients request confidentiality. Still, others are happy to give feedback.3. Books they’ve worked onIn the book publishing industry, everyone has a list of books they’ve worked on. Agents have a list, publishing houses have a list, and individual publishing house editors have a list. Your freelance editor has a list, too, and it can help you decide whether to work with her. If the editor doesn’t have the books she’s worked on visible on her website, ask for one. Then research those books on Amazon. Do you know any of them? Are the books getting read? Are they similar to your book?4. Sample editMany freelance editors happily give sample edits, for free or a small fee. Even if they don’t say outright that they offer them, you might want to request one before committing. A sample edit will give you peace of mind, as well as a very precise idea of what you’re paying for. If you don’t want to pay for a sample edit on your own work, they may have one they keep on file for this purpose. My website, for instance, has a sample editorial letter.5. Professional organizationsIs your freelance editor a member of or affiliated with any professional organizations? I am a member of Publishers Marketplace and Editorial Freelancers Association. Both organizations require dues, which helps screen out some of the less serious editorial freelancers out there. Does your freelance editor mention writers organizations like Mystery Writers of America, Romance Writers of America, Thriller Writers of America, or the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators? If your freelance editor attends conferences or is a member of any of these organizations, it shows that he or she is in touch with editors, agents, and writers, and knows what the current trends are.6. TermsWhen choosing a freelance editor, pay close attention to the terms of your agreement with them. Because so many freelance editors are self-employed individuals, you might not have a formal contract, but there should still be terms agreed to over email before you commit to work with them. These include due dates, kill fees in case you decide not to move forward with the edit, method of payment, payouts, and a clear definition of what is to be delivered.When you’re in the first flush of identifying that perfect match for your book, you might not be thinking so much about practical matters, but they should be in place to keep the project running smoothly and prevent misunderstandings.One last tip: don’t underestimate the importance of personal chemistry or gut instinct. Writing is highly personal, and having a good rapport with your editor will go a long way toward making the editorial process a fruitful, productive experience.



Be the 10%

Write the best book you can write.
Make sure it is thoroughly edited.
When you get to the point of publishing 

consider your work an offering to God.

Hallee Bridgeman



Be the 10%

Write the best book you can write.
Make sure it is thoroughly edited.
When you get to the point of publishing 

consider your work an offering to God.

Hallee Bridgeman

And whatever you do, do it heartily, as to the Lord 
and not to men, 24 knowing that from the Lord you 
will receive the reward of the inheritance; for you 

serve the Lord Christ. Colossians 3:23



Be the 10%
Hallee Bridgeman

https://successfulchristianselfpublishing.com/ultimate-self-editing-checklist/
https://successfulchristianselfpublishing.com/be-the-ten-percent
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